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Various protests are done almost daily in various nations. This is due to the fact that individuals and
groups have their separate ideals or beliefs. It is quite common for protest actions to awaken the
masses on the current problems facing the country. Even when several people consider protests as
pointless and have no solution, the minority groups still feel the need to protest and perhaps
someday be heard by political leaders. Lately, the most recent protest actions that we know of are
the Occupy Wall Street and Tea Party. Their propaganda is comparable in terms of giving the
â€œpolitical powerâ€• on the right hand. They have many points including government, taxes, civil and
political rights, economy and several more issues. However, the Occupy Wall Street vs Tea Party is
becoming quite a problem itself. What do you think about this? There are many distinctions to both
propagandas also. The Occupy Wall Street is perceived by both the local and international critics as
having a more substantial and noteworthy cause for the protest action. On the other hand, Tea
Party movements focus on their misinformed and become â€œangry for the wrong reason.â€•

If you'll consider the Tea party movement, you cannot help but notice the issues on Tea Party
Racism. There just seemed to be some truth to this. Tea Party protestors are in fact made up of
Republicans. Republicans are mostly racist. Based on history, Republicans are known for their
controversial stand against allowing the African American/Black American the right to vote. This
issue has never been more prominent than when they included the citizenship and birth certificate
questions on Obama. They have been openly critical of the administration of Obama even if there
isn't a sufficient and factual basis. Tea Party group is mainly composed of older and wealthy
individuals who happen to be Republicans.

The Occupy Wall Street protests have a solid propaganda to back their actions. The issues are
justified since it concerns the economy and employment. The focus of the issues is on the most
confounding problems of the country and not specifically on any political leader. One of the many
issues tackled by protestors is the fact of just how corporate people benefit much over the past
years rather than the minority of people. In simpler terms, the problem deals with the â€œrich becoming
richer and the poor becoming poorerâ€• because of the higher taxes required from the ordinary
individuals. Another issue that angered the group is the fact wherein wages are continuously small
but the taxes still high. 

Even when the ideals of both movements-Occupy Wall Street and Tea Party-have their difference, it
can't be denied that it awakens many people. It makes the masses be more attentive to political and
socio-economic issues.
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The last few years have seen the rise of two large political movements: Occupy Wall Street and the
Tea Party. Their different points of view has led to many a Occupy Wall Street vs Tea Party
comparisons. The Tea Party appears to be on the losing end of this, given the many accusations of
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a Tea Party Racism.
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